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Student Union

It's Decision making Time ...

People on the Street
By Megan Keogh

What do you think we can do to help
solve the energy crisis in California?
We need to think about long term
solutions to the crisis, such as wind
power, and solar power. We can 't
depend of fossils, because they will
run out.
Ray Gonzales, Director of
ASAP
The only thing I do is turn off the
lights, If we don 't need the lights,
we turn them off
Valerie Morris, MIE, freshman

Because this was limited to preparing a
feasibility study, and because we wantIf the idea of a Student Union at ed an accelerated process this semester,
CSUMB seems like something far in the I solicited a proposal from his firm to do
future, you might not know about the this feasibility study for us. This saved
Student Union Committee that started the campus considerable time and
plans for a Student Union this semester. money, and has resulted in a quick
The Student Union Committee, which determination of the approximate scale
is made up of a number of students and and scope for our project," said Beverly
administrators, has begun the initial Wood, Associate Vice President for
A t work we turn off our computers
at night, we used to leave them on.
steps of creating ·a Union. Throughout Campus Planning & Development,
And at home I am really conscious
the semester, the committee, with Farah when asked of the need for the meetof the lights and television, if we
aren 't using them we turn them off
Hussain as their Chair, has been meet- ings with Kevin Hom.
We also use the fireplace instead of
ing to devise not only the preliminary
The purpose of these meetings were
gas or electric heat.
Mary Wells Utilities Account
Student Union plans, but to also devel- to create a "wish list" of what CSUMB
Coordinator
op the structure of the Union's govern- wanted for their Student Union.
I
turn off the hea ter, and lights
ing body.
Student input of what should be in the
when I leave. I live on campus, but
During the fall semester, Farah Student Union varied from a rockI try not to take advantage of free
Hussain was appointed as CSUMB' s climbing wall to a cyber cafe to a tea
power in the apartments, I don't
want to ruin it fo r everyone else.
first Student Union Chair, and she soon garden. Kevin Hom was invited for a
David Hensler, HCOM, senior
began planning for the Student Union. second time last week to discuss the
Farah held interest meetings and posted Student Union "wish list" and give the
We conserve because our power bill
is so high, we use less lights during
questions in the Dining Commons for campus a "sneak preview" of what
the day, and wear warm clothing
students to answer. Before the end of CSUMB' s Student Union may look like.
around the house.
David Cheftman, English
fall semester, students and administraInstructor at Cabrillo-College,
tors were appointed and a Student
visiting CSUMB
Union Committee was formed. Since
STUDENT UNION page 7
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the beginning of spring semester, the
Student Union Committee has been
working to develop what is important
Dod you know about the FREE
for building a Student Union.
Monterey Shuttle sponsored by SACD
Last month, before Spring Break, the
through May 8th? Tuesdays for
committee invited Kevin Hom, an
Farmer's Market 4:00pm-10:00pm.
architect who specializes in designing
Last
shuttle leaves the Doubletree at
Don't miss Christmas in April on
Student Unions, to come to CSUMB and
9:40pm
Saturdays for afternoon and
Saturday, April 28th from 8:00-5:00. Be
facilitate various brainstorming meetevening
fun 2:00pm-2: OOam. Last
a part of this rebuilding mission and
ings with students, staff and faculty.
shuttle
leaves
the Doubletree at 2:00am
get a t-shirt and a free lunch! Contact
"Mr. Hom is one of the most experimore
information
or disability
For
Catrina Flores at 831-582-3996
enced Campus Center/ Student Union .
related accommodations contact SACD
planners / designers in the country.
at 831-582-3845
By Gabriela Lopez
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CSU Energy
Consumption
Patrick Kuhl
The CSU and UC are two of the
largest energy users in the state. The
surging cost of energy in California is
expected to impact the California State
University's 2001 / 2002 budget. The
CSU, which has 370,000 students and
40,000 faculty and staff on 23 campuses .
and five off campus centers throughout
the state, is requesting $41.1 million in
compensation for unanticipated energy
rate hikes that hit California this past
academic year. Next month, the CSU
will get a better idea of how their budget will be affected when the governor
releases a revised budget request,
known as the "May Revision," which is
based on April forecasts of state revenues. If the CSU is denied the requested compensation, a greater impact on
the budget would result. Possible
repercussions of a depleted budget
could translate into increased cost of
housing and tuition.
The CSU is currently experiencing a
greater impact from the rise in natural
gas prices than the electricity crisis,
affecting the entire state. The $41.1 million the CSU has requested is expected
to compensate for the unanticipated
rise in natural gas prices. Essentially,
$19.8 million will cover the unanticipated increase of natural gas for the current year and the other $21.3 million is
requested in recognition of increased
natural gas prices in the 2001 / 2002 academic year.
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By Behnaz Hejazian

The question of the night of
Wednesday, April 11th, filled many of
the attendees with fear; how can we
stop PG&E from continually raising our
rates? If the situation in California continues, residents that cannot afford to
pay their bills will be forced to leave the
Golden State and relocate to a place
where the Governor is not making an
already terrible situation worse by siding with money-hungry energy companies, instead of doing what is best for
the people. This type of baffled outrage
lent itself to the intense mood in the air
as Medea Benjamin, Founding Director
of Global Exchange and · Green Party
Candidate for California Senator, passionately addressed the issue of the rate
hike crisis to a room full of concerned
students, faculty and community members at the University Center on April
. 16th.
Medea Benjamin started the evening
on a light note by taking a visual poll of
how many people do not have a clue
what the energy crisis is all about.
Almost the entire room raised their
hands, expressing that they were literally in the dark about why California is
experiencing an "energy crisis", why
the tax-paying citizens are picking up
the slack for it, and how a company like
PG&E managed to go bankrupt. Once it
was established that many people are
confused and outraged at the seemingly senseless act of the Public Utilities
Commission (PUC) approving a 40%
PG&E rate hike, Medea went on to
. explain why residents feel so disenchanted stating that "We don't know
what is going oh because Washington
D.C. and Sacramento don't want us to
know what is going on."
According to Medea, meetings of the
PUC, the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) and Governor
Gray Davis's office a1e kept a secret
from the public in order to keep us
uninformed and helpless. When Medea
herself finds out about these meetings
and attends them she is generally led
out before she can say anything, or
taken to the police station when she
attempts to get answers for the people
of California.
Recently, she was held in jail for fif-

teen hours for trying to meet with
Governor Gray Davis to tell him what
she thinks needs to be done to end this
crisis, starting with a cap on wholesale
prices. While big corporations·are making profits of300-600% as a result of this
"energy crisis", the people of California
are paying the price.
"We are depleting our countries
resources at an alarming rate and letting
the energy and utility companies get
away with an unbelievable scam,"
pleaded Medea, "we have already paid
$20 billion in excess-costs since 1996 to
utility companies, we need ·to say we
won't pay anymore." One of the solutions offered is a transition to public
power versus private power, in the
form of a Municipal Utility District.
Like water companies, a Municipal
Utility District is a public company-that
is not driven by profit. Many cities, such
as Sacramento, have adopted this form
of public power and it has resulted in
reduced rates. According to Medea, in
order to get it done in every city "we
need to take control and the city and
state level at the same time ... we ·need
organized citizens who want to get it
done."
Another belief that Medea consistently expressed is that California is in ,dire
need of leaders and representatives
who do not rely on money from -these
big corporations. Both at the State and
Federal level, Governor Davis and
President Bush will not regulate the
energy companies because they receive
big money from the corporations who
profit. This is a serious conflict of interest, and a chilling reminder of the "corrupting relationship between money
and politics and how that plays out in
times of crisis" (Medea Benjamin).
Amidst all the negative energy in the
air, there is a "silver lining" in all of
this. After effectively describing how
serious this "energy crisis" is, Medea
outlined a number of positive aspects to
focus on. Her first idea was that "We
can wake up as citizens of this state and
support public financing of campaign,
which will change the face of whomwe
see representing us." She emphasized
that white males do not make up the
entire population and that we need to
see more women and minorities in positions of power in order to achieve a
more accurate representation of society.
Environmentally speaking, this crisis
could be seen as a chance to move away
from what Medea repeatedly referred to

as "dirty energy" and move towards
clean renewable sources of energy such
as solar and wind. A demand that -she
urged we make loud and clear is "We
want something different, we want
something better, we want a new type
of energy for the 21st century." . This
idea sat well with the audience, . who
responded with approving applause.
Conservation was also mentioned as
a means of reaping some positive benefits from an ugly situation. Medea
stressed that she was not referring to
the conservation program proposed by
Governor Davis, which would punish ·
people who consume more energy than
their baseline usage (found on your
PG&E bill),-whom he defines as "ener· gy hogs." In essence, this would punish
people of a low economic status, since
five people living in one house are
bound to use more energy than a person who lives alone.
Alternatively, the type of conserva- .
tion program suggested by Medea ·is a
"people-based system consisting of
community-based-conservation groups.
. where we educate ourselves and each
other, and give . people (especially the
poor) the tools they need to•conserve."
This would obviously not end the crisis,
but it can help make PG&E -bills more
manageable, and it is definitely beneficial to the environment.
When asked to recommend how students (who seriously lack enough time
and money to feel like they matter) can
make a difference, Medea offered some
enlightening advice," First; put .w hat
you are studying to good use. Do something positive with it. Simplify your
time so you have more time and adjust
it so that you can do activist work in
your 'spare time.' Recognize that society intentionally disempowers us. We
need to stand up against it. Recognize
your outrage and have a vision of something better, then turn your outrage into
something positive."
In closing, whichever political party
you are a member of, the message is
clear. This is everybody's issue. We
need to unite in order to save ourselves
from ourselves, and the powers that be.
In the final words of Medea Benjamin, "
We are the ones we have been waiting
. for and we need to go out and get more
of us." Look out world, here we come!

Study@Sea Resolution
By Cory Schmidt
I

On April 2, 2001, Student Voice
passed
a
resolution
regarding
CSUMB' s Study @ Sea program.
Student Voice's support of the program
was definite, stating in the resolution,
!'The Student Voice of CSUMB sees
Study@Sea as one of the most comprehensive programs in meeting the Vision
of this university that is currently
offered." The resolution further encourages a collaboration between Service
Learning and the Study@Sea program,
recommending SL200 as a prerequisite
to entering the program.
Drawing up resolutions about relevant issues on the CSUMB campus is
one of the most important tasks of the
Student Voice Cabinet. Once a resolution is passed, showing either support
or opposition by Student Voice, it is
then sent up through the hierarchy of
the university until eventually reaching
the President and his Cabinet. The goal
of this process is to create a voice for the
students, and to incorporate ·that voice
in the decisions that affect the student
population as a whole. It also serves to
protect the interests of the students and
shape the type of education offered at _
CSUMB.
The Study@Sea resolution, along
with all others that have been passed,
can be seen in its entirety in the Student
Voice Conference folder on First Class.

Upcoming
Budget Hearings
By Cory Schmidt
Student Voice is providing an opportunity for students to find out where
exactly the university's dollars are
being spent. Budget Hearings have
been set for Friday, April 20, 2001 from
10:00-11:00am in the University Center.
Students who have submitted proposals will be making funding requests for
the 2001-02 year during this time as
well.
"At the Student Voice Budget
Hearings your voice decides how
Student Voice dollars will be spent next
year, so be there and help us represent
you," stated John Charter, Student
Voice Financial Director and organizer
of the event. Further questions can be
directed to Charter via first class at
Richard_Charter@monterey.edu.
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EDITORIAL

We Otter Know Better
In April 4th' s Greek Townhall Article we wrote that Alfonso Lopez
was a Gamma Zeta Alpha Fraternity member. He has informed the
Otter Realm that he is actually not a current member of any Greek
Organizations but part of a group trying to get one established at
CSUMB.
It was brought to the attention of the Otter Realm that the placement
of the Crime Alert in the April 4th edition could be perceived as racial
profiling because of its juxtaposition with the photo of our keynote
speaker, Jay Harris. The Otter Realm in no way intended to offend
readers, it was just a last minute editorial layout decision. The Otter
Realm is grateful for such educable moments and will be more careful
in the future. In addition, this error in judgement reminds us of the
importance of having a diverse editorial board. We need people from
diverse backgrounds to get involved with the Otter Realm. Several
jobs will be available next year for talented and dedicated people interested in bringing the best possible newspaper to the campus.
The Otter Realm also regrets to have misspelled David Maguire's middle name in the March 14th edition. A Memorial Fund for David
Crisanto Maguire has been arranged at the Community Bank of
Central California. Acct. #85002996
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Attention AU Students~ ... last week our
average sales reps earned $12 .00- 14.00
an hour (our top producers earned $20.00!!)
selling the nations leading newspapers.You
can too with our base guarantee and a
generous comn1ission/bonus plan. We have
morning , afternoon and evening schedules
available at our n1odern facility. Call today!
n

Tl1e l~estart Roo1n_, lnc
Consun1_er rreleCe11ter
831-394-6901

It never fails to come as a surprise how
even such a great problem as the current energy crisis still can't make people
fix what started the problem in the first
place.
There is no denying that one of the
greatest, (if not the greatest now), benefits of CSUMB on-campus living is the
lack of utility bills. But this sort of
abnormal luck should not be paid back
with even more ignorance. Everyday
the ocean of CSUMB' s apartments glow
with the illumination of wasted energy.
From morning 'til midnight, and most
of the time in between, these rows upon
rows of identical houses are not only all
making an identical mistake, but ironically repeating a mistake which should
have been fixed years ago. By wasting
the luck of free power, the campus, the
people, and sadly even all of California,
suffers.
The blames for the power crisis are
being thrown out in every direction.
From the now bankrupt PG&E, to
Southern California Edison, to "The
Feds," to Pete Wilsonto all those suits.
But never does the finger point at ourselves.
Deregulation is also at the top of the
'pointing-fingers' lists. People seem so
distraught as to why California would
choose deregulation when such chaos is
the result. But as with any social crisiswho knew?
Over four years ago when California
voters said "yes" to deregulation, they,
excuse me, we, never imagined that
rolling black-outs and extreme inflation
between 10 and 46% on utility bills
would be the result.
The blind mistake of deregulation,
coupled with lack of conservation, (conservationthat should have started years
ago), has collectively pushed California
down to a place no one ever imagined it
would go.
The state that has always prided itself
on its consumer and legislative

strength, is now forced to clean up its
own mess. Along with these lessons
that everyone is re-learning since those
long gone days of kindergarten, when
everyone seemed to know innately that
turning off lights when leaving a room
really isn't that difficult, comes a new
strength. Perhaps it is time that all these
high prices and modern day problems
actually force society to learn the lesson.
California cannot go back in time and
change that fated decision to deregulate, but everyone can perform the solution which should have been the first
step everyone can conserve. Simply
because the occupants of the CSUMB
apartment housing are lucky enough to
not pay utility bills, does not mean that
luck gets transferred to the right of idle
waste. Those fearful power bills which
now do not show up on the apartments'
front steps, might have to some
day ... maybe someday . soon. Perhaps
this divine fortune which now exists for
CSUMB renters is not deserved.
It is time to move past all the blame
and regret; it is only· time to move forward. This huge problem which erupts
the hews every night and fills up the air ·
space at the water coolers can longer be
shrugged away. It is time for us to finally deal with our own mistakes and face
up to the fact that conservation and
understanding are direly needed. Lists
of excuses cannot help now, only the
responsibility taken by every individual, every business, and every government can pull everyone out of the
power crisis. This responsibility cannot
only last through this year's problem,
but for every year to follow. The conservation and accountability so needed in
the past, and especially now in the present, must continue in everyday of the
future.
Caroline Musto
China Buryn

Editor in Chief
Global Community Editor
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CSUMB ·Baseball Starts Off Season
there is already a substantial amount of
tension," stated Vito Trigila, a freshman
On Friday, March 30, the 880 freeway on the baseball team. The tension could
in the background and heat of the after- be felt out on the field has the scoreless
noon set the stage for what was to be a innings continued to mount as did the
pitchers' duel. The temperature climbed heat. Others felt much more strongly
from a warm 72 degrees to a blistering about their Oakland opponents, "I con80 over the course of the double header sider them a team to beat and one that I
in which CSU Monterey Bay faced off will enjoy from now on because there is
against Patten, a private college in a bunch of no talent punks on their
Oakland. The sun could be blamed ·for team," said Brian Laatsch a second-year
the heat felt by those on the field and in student and player at CSU Monterey
the stands, but Coach Jon Martinez sim- Bay.
ply said, "There is some heat between
The first game, lead by pitcher and
the two teams."
second-year player Tom Dekleer, startEven though this is the first season ed off with a bang as Cooper Bacon, a
the Otters have faced Patten, players on first-year player, roped one to left-centhe Otter team already feel very strong ter for a stand up double. Bacon later
about their competition. "This is the scored the winning run in the top of the
first season we've played them and sixth inning for the Otters. Rob Russell,
By Chanelle Raboteau

who pitched the second game, came
just shy of hitting a solo shot over the
left-center wall but had to settle for a
stand-up double as well when the ball
bounced off the top of the fence and
back into play. The one run scored by
Bacon was all that Tom Dekleer needed
to lead his team to victory. Brian
Laatsch had this to say of Dekleer' s
pitching, "Tom is definitely college level
and I feel sorry for the teams who have
to face him."
The second game seemed to follow
the same suit but, due to a few errors
out in the field, Patten was able to pull
away and take the win, 3-2, over the
Otters. Both of the runs scored in the
second game came from the speedy
running of freshman Vito Triglia. The
Otters, who usually average eight runs

a game, were held to only three runs for
both games. Though tension mounts
between the two teams, Martinez is
very proud of how the season has gone
so far and just wants to go out there and
"have fun playing this game they call
baseball."
Although the game against Westmont
was cancelled this weekend the Otters
can be caught battling Simpson, in
another double-header, on the 20th of
April. Fans are encouraged to come out
and watch, for as Laatsch poetically put
it, "they [the fans] are the tenth player
out on the field and the more
the merrier."

Varsity Sport or Club, and Why?
By Brian Kees

Throughout the short existence of
CSUMB there has been student interest
in many sports and activities. And the
same question keeps popping up. What
is the reason one sport has school sponsored varsity status and other sports
stay club teams? There are many reasons for such a question.
The sports that are sponsored varsity
sports at CSUMB are Men's and
Women's golf, cross-country, Women's
volleyball, Men's and Women's soccer,
and Men's. and Women's basketball.
One of the main reasons those sports or
any sport hat:, varsity status is due to the
region that the school resides in. That
region and the people who live there
make up the . demand for those sports.
The Monterey Peninsula is with out
question the . most famous golf area in
the entire world, and contains 2 of the
top 4 golf courses in.the world. Golf as
a varsity sport is a natural choice
because of that. Soccer has become a
huge interest with young people and
especially in the Tri-County area, and a
local college program is in demand.

And basketball was the very first sport
sponsored with varsity status at
CSUMB.
A lot of programs are started because
there was someone in the area that
wanted to join CSUMB and start the
program. There has to be interest from
people in the community to make a program work With out community support it would be difficult to support any
sports because of funding and available
coaches and players. The region also
determines competition. With out competition it would be hard to run a successful sports program. Competition
can be looked for in the affiliation the
program takes at local and national levels. CSUMB is currently a member of
the California Pacific Conference, under
the national banner of the NAIA
(National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics). The eventual . goal for ·
CSUMB is to become a member of the
NCAA (National · Collegiate- Athletic
Association) But the NCAA is currently in moratorium, which means that
they are not accepting any new members for at least 18 months. CSUMB
Athletic Director Bill Trumbo said, "We

would like to move up to NCAA division II one day, but as of now the CAL
PAC and NAIA have given us great
competition."
The NAIA also determines which
sports a program may have as a sponsored varsity sport. Unlike the NCAA
there are many sports the NAIA doesn't
sponsor competition for. The NAIA
sponsors football, basketball, volleyball,
track and field, cross-country, swimming and diving, baseball, softball, golf,
soccer, tennis, and wrestling. The
NAIA also has eligibility requirements.
To be eligible to play a varsity sport in
the NAIA you must have a 2.0 GPA,
completed 24 units over the last 2
semesters, be under 10 semesters in
school, and 4 years is the maximum
amount ·of years one can play. Trumbo
said on the eligibility factor, "I think it is
better for some sports to stay as dubs
because of the eligibility rules. Many
teams would find that some of their
players do not meet the requirements,
and those students would loose the
opportunity to play. If the sport stays a
club it can receive funding from ICC,
and have anyone affiliated with the

school on the team. It does not necessarily have to be a student who meets
the eligibility rules. There also isn't
more funding for our sports because we
have more of them. If we made more
sports varsity it would take money
away from the ones that already are,
and that would undermine thier chance
for success. As it is now our coaches are
part time, and not paid much. That is
why its more beneficial for both sides
that some sports stay clubs for now."
· When the university grows, the sports
program will grow. When that happens
there will be more funding, and more
chances for sports to become a sponsored varsity sport. At that time the athletic department would survey the community and, the school to see what
sports are most desired, and would help
bring in more money to the program.
On the current status of the sports program Trumbo said, "I want to be the
best NAIA program in the nation, with
as many sports as we can support at a
championship level.
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SPORTS
From the desk of
Athletic Director,
Bill Trumbo
Recently,
March
Madness culminated
with an exciting Final
Four in which Duke
University defeated
the Wildcats of the
University
of
Arizona. The Final
Four is one of the world's most popular
and widely viewed sporting events. A
full house of 45,000 at the Minneapolis
Metrodome and a worldwide television
audience estimated in the' hundreds of
millions looked on. This NCAA championship event represents the tremendous interest throughout the world and
also represents mega dollars of income
for the NCAA. Even though just a
game, it is also big business and generates tremendous fan support and passionate interest.
The atmosphere at these types of
world-class events generates a tremendous level of energy. A sporting event
can have just ten individuals playing
and millions watching, or an event can
generate a tremendous level of energy
because of the participants themselves.
On Saturday March 31st, the
Department of Athletics, Sports
Recreation and Health at CSUMB hosted the second annual Monterey Bay
Half Marathon. In this event nearly 500
individual participants ranging from
age 19 to 72 enjoyed a beautiful day and
the scenic 13.1-mile course. There wasn't a worldwide television audience, or
a stadium full of painted face fanatics
but the thrill of winning and agony of
defeat still prevailed. Most important
was the sheer joy of completing the race
and getting their finisher's medal.
Intramural basketball has openings
for teams and individuals as they open
play on Monday and Wednesday
nights, 8:00-10:00 PM and the All
Intramural
Softball .
Campus
Tournament is set for May. You can sign
up · or get information at the Otter
Sports Center. Join the fun and don't
just be a spectator, take some time to
take care of yourself and participate.
Remember, not everyone can be good
in a sport, but everyone can be a good
sport.

Athlete

Spotlight
By Brian Kees

Members of CSUMB's Rugby Team
Junior Carolyn (Carrie) Drouin and
Sophomore Chanelle Raboteau
"I feel that Carrie Drouin is the star
player of our team. However, I feel
Chanelle is right behind her. The_two of
them are the heart of our team. They are
out their motivating us to do our best.
They are out there taking blows
whether they are sick or just having a
bad day. They both ehcourage us all to
do our best! They know just the right
thing to say to get us going. They both
explain the sport and why we do each
thing and how Not to Get Hurt."
-teammate Gina Merolla

Get the MBA that
keeps on giving!
Year

$20,000*

Year 2 - $40,000

Year 3 - $60,000
The Added Value o·f a UCR .M BA

Dl:l•X•l•l•X• asi
AGSM Advantages:
• No work experience or business,;,reJated under*·
graduate degree required
• Choose up.to nine MBA electives
• One-00-0ne assistance from our in*hbuse ·Career
Management Center

• .:Re<:(;JVe, a quality internship that pro~ides ;·reaf
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..·•·. . · <
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• fzt'lfffJ~~'1tavaila;i~~ FaU~ Wirtte4
Men's Golf
Senior Nick Ramirez
Nick Recently shot a 1 under par
round of 69 en route to winning a CAL
PAC Conference tournament. Nick also
shot 81, 75, 78 in Grand Canyon
Universities invitational last week in
Phoenix. Coach Bill Paµlson said,
"Nick has been playing well, it's really
good stuff, and nice to see him recognized in the athlete spotlight."

If you would like to nominate some·o ne for ·the Athlete Spotlight, please
contact Otter Realm Sports Editor Brian
Kees.
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Day of Silence
By Kechia Smith-Gran

1f·=~r:"
April 2oth
$,!

MR,C .AND
THE BLUES
CREW

April:27th

EJnglish ,I lles "Bremerq ond Cafe
;Marina's Otun Micro- Brctucrq
l~ea:twing fbe Irrtemuttonut/icoetrd ·vvtnning l'iles
Prom Humpshlre '13rewerq of "R_omseq, Elngtcmd
']3retued under license, on our premtses
·Pkts sottps ond so.ndwkbes mude fresh tn our on--si:te cafe
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tion to those who have been silenced by
hatred, oppression, and prejudice.
Think about the voices you are not
hearing. What can you do to end the
silence?
Barbara Sayad, a part-time faculty
member in the Athletics, Sports,
Recreation department responded
almost immediately when asked if she
would be participating and why. "I'm
offering support because we, as
humans, share the same battles ...
understanding, compassion and acceptance," she wrote in an email response.
As suggested by the founder of Day
of Silence, there will be a discussion
about the day afterwards, so those participants may share their experiences
about the day. The discussion is scheduled for 8:00 p.m., Thursday, April 19,
in the 206 lounge. All in the Family will
facilitate the discussion. Group members will also share information on how
participants can help make a difference.
AITF is the campus organization for
those who identify as gay, lesbian,
bisexual, transgender or who have
questions about their sexual identity.

Shhh! Listen to the silence. On
Thursday, April 19, 2001, the campus
community will participate in the first
annual CSUMB Day of Silence, hosted
by the Office of Residential Life. This
event provides an opportunity for
friends, family and allies to support lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender
rights. Carlos "Gabriel" Celis found the
idea at ResidentAssistant.com, a website for resident advisors and felt that it
would be "an awesome program." The
intent behind the Day of Silence event is
to offer colleges and universities a tool
to help make the entire on-campus
community aware of the oppressive
behaviors and attitudes which may be
making life barely tolerable for the gay,
lesbian, bisexual and transgender community, both on campus and in the sur- ·
rounding communities.
Allies will show their support by not
speaking for a 12-hour period, from 8
a.m. to 8 p.m.; the participants will
hand out cards that read:
"Please understand my reasons for
For more information in the Residence Halls,
not speaking today; I support lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and transgender rights. email carlos_celis@monterey.edu or in Fredrick
People who are silent today believe that Park email janelle_sanders@monterey.edu. The
laws and attitudes should be inclusive Otter Realm will follow-up on the Day of Silence
in a future edition.
of people of all sexual orientations."
The Day of Silence is to draw atten-

CSU .Scholarships
What do you need to know?
the Office of the Chancellor and notification requirements with the donors,
There are several opportunities for the complete recipient information
free money via the California State package must be received by the deadUniversity Foundation. To be precise, line date of May 3, 2001. Only original
with all the contributions from donors materials can be accepted-no faxes,
for scholarship opportunities for stu- please. Incomplete materials will be
dents, there is over $1 million to be returned to the campus.
3) No funds will be disbursed withgiven away, if you have the right stuff.
The scholarships are for the 2001-2002 out a signed Recipient Information
school year and are open to all students Form and a Proof of Emollment Form
prior to the beginning of the Fall semesin the CSU system.
ter.
To pick up an application packet, visit
The following guidelines must be
the Financial Aid office, building #23.
adhered to:
1) Only one system-wide scholarship It's the pumpkin colored building
per student may be awarded. Awards across from the Campus Health Center,
may not be repeated in subsequent aca- next to the Student Services building.
Ask for the 2001-2002 System-wide
demic years.
2) Due to reporting deadlines within Scholarship from the CSU Foundation.
By Jen Reeves
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Otter Realm
also plan on holding a Townhall meeting. This meeting will give the campus
an opportunity to be informed as to
what the Student Union committee has
been doing throughout the semester,
what their goals are for the 2001-02 academic year, and the overall progress of
the Student Union.
The committee also has many goals
for the summer and for fall semester.
For the summer, Farah Hussain says
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air conditioning upgrades have all contributed to the energy conservation
efforts.
Two years ago, the CSU and the
According to CSU Chancellor,
Charles B. Reed, "Long before the cur- University of California entered into a
rent energy crisis, the California State four-year contract with Enron Energy
University had a history of taking great Services, which ends in March of 2002.
efforts to minimize energy use and As a part of the agreement, Enron
implement conservation programs." became the sole provider of electricity
The CSU has saved millions of dollars for most of the CSU and UC campuses.
in energy costs through the implemen- The reduced, fixed rate that Enron protation of several ongoing conservation vides has saved the CSU an estimated
programs. A CSU system-wide energy $6.3 million. CSU Chancellor Reed
conservation program began seeking expressed concern about the future of
funding to improve energy conserva- the contract with Enron. Reed stated in
tion efforts in 1979. Over the years, CSU the Chancellor's Communication on
campuses have integrated numerous March 27 that the CSU is working to ::,,.
energy saving techniques to aid their ensure Enron honors all of its commitconservation efforts. Cogeneration, ments throughout the remainder of the
lighting and mechanical improvements, . contract.
energy efficient roofs, and heating and

Although the actually designs for the
Student Union have not been decided,
Beverly Wood, stated that Kevin Hom's
task was to show the campus what we
wanted in the "box" [Student Union]
and how much room it will take.
"Based on the discussions this semester,
it appears that our ideal Union would
be about 140,000 gross square feet and
have a variety of spaces
in it," said Wood.
The Student Union is
still early in the building
process, but much can be
expected of its development in the coming
semesters. According to
Wood, "We are still in a
pre-design stage. It is
important for the campus
to build consensus about
the function( s) in the
facility before we start
designing. We can save
By Megan Keogh
money, and time, by having the on-campus conHave you been conserving power to help with
versations among ourthe energy shortage we are having in California?
selves before we engage a
design team. Normally, a
Yes I preserve energy, by going to bed early, and waking up early,
design team is not hired
I use the sunlight during the day to get things done.
until the funding is
Jesus Ochoa, Liberal Studies, Junior
pinned down." Design
for the Student Union is
Preliminary plans from architecht, Kevin Hom, for
expected sometime next
CSUMB's future Student Union
academic year, at which
Yes I have been taking a shower at night, and letting my hair dry
time, the committee will have accom- that the committee plans to hire an
naturally, so I don't have to blow dry it.
plished many necessary goals, such as architect and possibly a Student Union
Kathleen Van Steyn, HCOM, senior
the structuring of a Student Union Director. Among hiring an architect and
Board.
director, the committee also plans to
The committee is also hard at work to change the wording on the Student
develop what the Student Union gov- Union Fee referendum. The referendum
Yes, We shut off the computers at night and dim the lights during
erning body will be like. Members of change is still in the working stages, but
the
day, both at home and in the office.
the committee are presently developing is planned to be voted on in the fall
Marge
Sanico, Administrative Support, University
Bylaws for the Student Union. These semester. The Otter Realm will keep
Advancement
Bylaws will determine who will run the you updated about the Student Union
Student Union, how the Student Union throughout the academic year.
Board will be structured and how Board
Student Unions are known for being
Yes, at home I have turned off all of my light toys such as lava
members will come to office. The the central part of the campus and the .
lamps,
fiberoptic flowers, and bubble lamps. I have cut the cost of
Bylaws are to be completed by May and place of bringing together the campus
our power by 10%.
will be available for the campus to view community, for this reason, the commitSteve Zmack, Graphic Design Coordinator, University
and vote on.
tee is working to make the idea of a
Advancement
Voting on the Bylaws will take place Student Union a reality. Although actuon Tuesday and Wednesday, May 8th al building of the Union is a few years
and 9th from 8:00 am to 8:00 pm in front away, planning has begun to ensure
Yes, we have been very good about it at home. We are installing
of the Student Center. Students are that the Union will be a place where
florescent lights, which take less energy, and we wash out laundry
encouraged to review and vote on the students want to go. With planning
all at once to save on power. I wish the government would go back
Bylaws, as they are an important piece from the committee and the assistance
to giving tax benefits for those who use solar energy.
of the Student Union. Volunteers are ·and input of the campus, the Student
Claudia Rico, Managing Assistant for Articulation Office
also needed to assist at the voting table Union will soon be an integral part of
for both the 8th and the 9th. For more CSUMB.
No I am not saving energy, because I think it is all a crock, the
information about volunteering, congovernment is just playing with our minds, other states aren't
tact Student Union Chair, Farah
having energy problems.
Hussain via email.
Kimberly Knudson, MIE, sophomore
This May, Farah and the committee

People on the Street

It's e.asy to make a child smile.
A few words ot encouragement, maybe a specla!
reward for a special performance. Parents do !t
an the time, and so do teachers.

Good teachers am the dlfference between a chHd
who succeeds and one who stumbles. They are
the. ones who rnake math fun and science seem
Hke an adventure Into another world.
Teaching !s the profession that allows you

to see the most gratifying, immediate
and instantaneous reward of a j ob we!!

done - a c hHd 's sm !le.
Make a' ch!!d smil e. Take the next step - teach!

Make the difference of a Ufet1me.

can 1.. aaa ..ealteach
or visit www.calteach..com

Caffeach, administered by the CSU Chancellor's Office

Reserve
your room
at 84E. Please
pay your reservation
deposit first at 84C.

·Don 1t get caught in the rain
without a root~ over ~Jou,- head.

Reserve !::Jour room for Fall 2001 !
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·~·~r• ,'kl/-~~ ,w_-~·~.
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..': Important Dates:
8 April 23rd- -Re~erve .Current space in Residence Halls 20·1-203
~
.. . 8 April 24th- Reserve Current space in Residence Halls 204 & 205
~ 8 April 25th- Reservation Day for Displaced Students
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Sing1es avaHable.
Stop by the Office of Residential Life,
Building 84E for detailed infonnation.

8

Summer Housing
Applications

.

will be available beginning April 23rd.

'• ,_!

8 .Aprii -26th:.. "Free for All" (reserve in different hall/room) on first come, first serve basis
E,·April 27th- ''Free for All" (reserve in differc~t ha.II/room) 'on first come, first se~e basis ·

8

Questions regarding Reservation_Week? .
Attend one lif the "Reservation Weeks Information Sessions"

April. 11 tl~:- 20 I Annex- 10:00~ 11 :OOpm
- Ap1:.il 12th-. 206 Lobby- 10:00- 11 :OOpm

~Otter Realm
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Career Close-Ups

Page 9

demanding in prices and duration than
paramedics' school. Training as an EMT
requires 120 hours, while for a paramedic
the requirement rises to 1500
Real Life Accounts of Real World Careers
hours. Despite the differences, the
By China Buryn
Apperson, a current EMT for the North rewards for both are plentiful.
Tahoe fire Department, satisfied for life.
Jared Apperson's own dream arose
At the young age of 29, Jared realizes from a mountain bike accident, which
Whether interested in basket weaving
or baseball, almost everyone has taken a he has found h is calling in the d ay to resulted in his realization ot' how great
day real excitement of a paramedic's it would be -to b e able to "fix myself."
science class.
In the days of youth choices of science life. Still in the midst of his 9-month, Since that d ay, he has worked as a ski
classes to take ranged from frog dissect- prestigious schooling in Santa Cruz, patroller, an EMT, as well as a soon-toing Life Science to Physics, but through California, he has enough experience as be paramedic. His advice for others
the challenging days of college, as well an EMT, working for fire departments, interested in this field or similar ones,
as the grueling requirements of and as a volunteer to advise others in he says, as he laughs memorably, is to
take a lot of human anatomy classes.
CSUMB' s science majors, the initial getting experience, too.
He advocates at least six months on- Advocating experience is also at the top
dream can sometimes change. Between
all the hard work and years of learning, the-job experience, including ambu- of the list.
But a job such as this, like almost anyintermingled with perseverance, those lance w ork, and then for some the even
further
goal
of
paramedics'
school.
thing,
takes a lot more than school and
beginning sparks of fascination with
These
schools
range
in
length
between
6
a
dream.
There is of course what professcience can either be left behind or if
months
and
a
year,
with
estimated
costs
sionals
in
the field call the "burnout"
lucky, enhanced even more.
from
$3500
up
to
nearly
$10,000,
for
The
constant
stress, physically and
Some people are fortunate enough to
some.
..
mentally,
can
take
its toll. Fires, crime
make their career out of what they love.
EMT
classes,
often
semester-long
or
scenes,
car
accidents
... this list could go
The excitement and wonder of being
over
summer,
remain
much
less
on
forever
in
a
paramedic's
career.
a paramedic is enough to make Jared

Apperson himself recalls one of h is
most unforgettable, horrible experiences so far: a late night call to save a
two-week old infant gone into respiratory arrest due to a mother's use of n a rcotics. This nigh t erided in n ot only th e
chance to save a life, but the reality to
do so.
Seeing things like this is most p rob ably the hardest part of the job, but there
are also so many rewards. It is, as Jared
puts it, "A chance to give back to the
community," as well as the fact that
"Everyday is a different day when you
go to work."
Looking toward the future, the job
also gives good benefits and holds th e
promise of not only a great retiremen t
plan, but also an exciting, worthwhile
career.
Jared Apperson realizes for himself
that "a great rewarding, healthy, happ y
career-that's a beautiful thing."

The Garden of Eden

Eden proved to be an exhilaratin g
experience for more than 250 participants and a successful event for the DJs
as well. The Child Development Center
earned money for their program and is
lookin g to raise more money through
such fundraisers as Eden. The gates to
the Garden of Eden have since b een
closed but the spirit of the music goes
on. Soon, with the proper musical invitation the gates will, perhaps, reopen
once again.

By Elizabeth Ahrens

Others watched in amazement and
danced with the flow of their light
The music could be heard from out- beams. The screen on stage showed the
side th~ 'triversity Center on Saturday audience a futuristic flow of the music.
fvenJ.:Up; 1Jiri~ ~tb- +he idea oftttrning•.•. Beats as well as digital images eased the
Jhe key art(}i bpening the gates to the ··· trq}Yd through the magical gates of the
Carden of Eden was done to invite the Garden of Eden.
$tudents of CSU Monterey Bay to a
In the\Hving room DJs played house
pight filled with music as an expression and hip-J\pp music for the students and
pf love, life, and individualism. Take a were suct;fssful at moving an excited
t hance to "eat the forbidden fruit" was crowd. 'F:pis was a typical CSU
~n idea that caught the attention of Monterey Bay dance scene with loud
piany students. The pseudo rave was music ang large groups of dancers.
held to offer students a chance to live Though tfere weren't as many flashing
~ithin the music and to express them- lights injthe living room, black lights
selves within their own means. This enhanc~p the scene for many people.
tvent was sponsored by the new stuErik /Fisher, a Monterey local, who
~ent organization, Electronic Music goes
the name of DJ Deaf, was invitpub Culture, in order to raise funds for ed t9 spin on Saturday. Something that
jhe Child Development Center.
ma.? e Erik different than the other per·.· Music has been used as an expression fo#ining DJ' s is he deals every day with
pf many cultural events and feelings · ~/disability that not only helps him to
throughout history. Each person per- stand above, but set an example for othceives his or her own vision within ·· · ers. Erik was diagnosed as 75% deal
JTIUSic. Eden gave students the chanql soon after birth because of a lack of
Jo express themselves thoroughly wi!P:~ Oxygen problem within the incubator
~n and throughout the music. At >:fhe that he was placed in. He has lived with
pniversity Center several DJs $pun this disability his whole life, but he does
jrance music while eager /gancers not consider himself disabled . This
xp:?•pse0tq,•~:11selves wit~J Jgrits, feath- made him a part of the excitement of
ers, glitter, and movement. Many Eden that cannot be forgotten.
dancers performed lightshows for othErik uses the crowd as his ears to see
ers while dancing within the music. how excited the people are and if they

gy

f

are enjoying the music. Erik explained,
"Many DJs are selfish and p lay what
they like to listen to and not what the
crowd wants to hear. Using the crowd is
what can make a successful DJ and
what can m ake a happy crowd." Erik
noted, "Music is more than just beats
and rhythm, it is what you create it to
be, it is an art, an inspiration, and a form
of commun ication." Due to his inspirational attitude Erik proves to everyone
he meets, that with desire, anything can
be done.

April 18, 2001
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Sam & Dave
Explain it All
By Samantha Weaver

• Robert Stephenson Smyth BadenPowell is well-known for founding the
Boy Scouts of America. Less known is
that he helped found the Ambidextral
Culture Society, which promoted the
training of both hands to perform fine
motor tasks. It's believed his interest in
ambidextrousness is the reason why the
Boy Scout handshake is done with the
left hand.

Portugal, but he failed in this task.
However, he redeemed himself by
introducing tobacco to France. Ground
into snuff, it made Queen Catherine
sneeze, clearing her sinuses and relieving her chronic headaches. ·For this ·
great service to the state, tobacco's
s most
important ingredient was named after
him - nicotine.
• What does a "snoutfair" sound like
to you? According to the "Glossary of
the Works of English Authors," published in 1859, a snoutfair is "a person
with a handsome countenance."

• Bears aren't the only animals that
hibernate; so do bats, woodchucks, raccoons and many others. Skunks, for
• Are you left-handed or right-hand- example, will sometimes hibernate in
large groups. Can you imagine acciden- ed? Most left-handed people tend to stir
tally waking up 30 skunks in one place? their coffee in a counterclockwise direcNot very pleasant, I'd think.
tion, while most right-handed people
stir in a clockwise direction.
• Censorship is nothing new; even
Shakespeare was affected by it. In his
Thoughts For the·Day:
time, every play produced in London
had to be checked to be sure the audi"The people capable of running . the
ence wouldn't be corrupted by any country are too smart to get into-politics." - Unknown ,
"seditious material."
• In the 16th century, Jean Nicot was
sent to Lisbon as France's ambassador
to Portugal. He was supposed to
arrange for Queen Catherine de
Medici's daughter to marry the king of

"Those who are too smart to .engage
in politics are punished by being governed by those . who are dumber." Plato
©2001 King Features Synd., Inc.

V-Files
By Bethany Murray

Lexie and her husband, Ben, are Australian,
but were living in England when she decided
to become a vegetarian. Her reasons were primarily grounded in health concerns. "I kept
putting on weight, and I recalled that the
slimmest and healthiest time in my life was
when I was living in London on a shoestring
budget so that I could spend all my money on
travel."
While in England, they partook of Linda
McCartney's line of frozen foods and a product
called Quom (www.quorn.com), among other
things. "Linda McCartney's range of meat substitutes was exceptional. Her pies were indistinguishable from the real thing," says Ben,
who is not a vegetarian himself, but loves to
cook and try new things and is not sworn to
eating meat.
Back in Australia now, they've found more
good meat-substitute resources. "There is an
Australian company called Sanitarium," says
Lexie, "owned by the Seventh Day Adventist
Church, that makes a lot of Aussie staples

to You

1. Literature: How many publishers
rejected · James Joyce's "The
Dubliners" before it finally made it By Samantha Weaver and Dave Smith
· to print?
DEAR SAM & DAVE:
2. Geography: The Falkland Islands
Would you please explain something to me?
are located off what continent?
Whenever my boyfriend "Gerald" and I sit
3. Mythology: What does Aphrodite down at his house to watch television, he
represent in Greek mythology?
always takes control of the remote (of course)
4. Presidents: When was Lyndon and proceeds to whip around all the channels
Johnson elected to the presidency? at lightning speed. I can barely ascertain what
5. Religion: In the Christian calendar, is on the channel before he's zipped on to
an9ther station and so forth. Why - or more
what is Low Sunday?
to the point- HOW can he do this? Why can't
6. Theater: What wasthe name of the he just pick a station and commit to it?
•female protagonist in the play
- BOGGLED IN BANGOR
"West Side Story"?
HE SAYS:
7. Movies: What famous actor once
Boy, talk about your Freudian Slips: "Why
made a horror -filni called "The
. can't he just pick a station and COMMIT to
Return of Dr. X"?
it?"
8. Astronomy: What is the farthest
Are you secretly transferring your fear of
planet that one can see from ·Earth your boyfriend's potential non-commitment to
you onto his TV viewing habits? If so, don't be
· with the naked· eye? ·
9. Economics: Who said that compe- an idiot. TV has nothing to do with you tition was the "invisible hand" that unless you're that chick who plays Buffy.
Let me tell you something about guys: We
regulated the marketplace?
have the uncanny ability to see only a split10. Art: Who was a central figure in second of a TV show to know whether we' re
the "fauvism" art- movement of interested. It's encrusted onto our DNA like a
pizza stain on the armrest of a LA-Z-Boy. It's a
the early 20th century?
Guy
Thing. Don't try to understand it. I'm a
Answers
guy, and even I can't explain it.
1. 22
Perhaps Jerry Seinfeld said it best when he
2. South America
said, ."Guys don't care what's on TV so much
3. Goddess-of love and beauty
as we want to know what ELSE is on TV" - or
4. 1964
something to that effect. I didn't have the TV
on that channel long enough to hear all of the
5. The Sunday after Easter
punch line.
6. Maria
7. Humphrey Bogart
SHE SAYS:
8.Saturn
I agree with Dave - to a point. The fact is,
9. Adam Smith
Gerald is · jusf a typical man (don't hold it
against him). It's a typical male habit, and
10. Hemi Matisse
©2001 King Features Synd., Inc.

(Weet-Bix cereal) and has developed a lot of
soy products and meat substitutes." Eating out
is easy and enjoyable, too. "Most Asian restaurants are great, usually with heaps of veggie
dishes. Southeast Asian ones (Thai is a particular favorite) have heaps of veggie dishes with
or without tofu. Indian/Pakistani have heaps
with lentil and chickpea bases. Italian usually
have quite a few veggie options other than
'pasta with tomato sauce.' A lot of modern
Aussie a la carte restaurants have imaginative
chefs."
Lexie doesn't bother much with magazines
or chat rooms. "I do like the PCRM (Physicians
Committee for Responsible Medicine) Web site
(www.pcrm.org)," she adds. "They are -a little
extreme, but these voices need ·to be heard in
democratic societies to stop governments
steamrolling the public with their cronies."
Lexie eats some tofu and soy-based meat
substitutes, but the foods she has come to love
are the beans and legumes. "I had always put
them in the 'too-hard' basket before - too
much trouble for not enough gain and enjoyment. Boy was I wrong! I love the different

tastes and textures."
Ben adds: "I also read that there are more
than 5,000 edible vegetables in Asia, North
America and Europe alone. Add the countless
African, Australian artd South American foods
and there would be more than 10,000. Of these,
just 20 make up more than 95 percent of our
Western diet calories. There is a massive variety going to waste here. So many veggie
options that we just are not aware of."
"I didn't turn veggie for ethical reasons only health reasons," Lexie points out. "But I
have noticed since I have stopped consuming
meat and significantly reduced other animal
products that the ethical issues now play much
more on my mind. I don't miss meat. At some
restaurants I do wish the veggie options were
more varied, but I never get tempted to say,
'Blow it! I'll have the pepper steak!"'
©2001 King Features Synd., Inc.

there isn't a way you'll be able to break him of
it, so don't even try.
That said, if Gerald's speeding around the
television dial like the Jeff Gordon of the
Remote is truly getting on your nerves, then
you must make some proactive changes.
Consider renting a video for the two of you to
watch. This will render the remote-control
habit ineffective.
You might also try - though it might not
work the first few times - to convince him to
pick a show before he turns on the television.
Like I said, this may not work the first few
times, but it's worth a try.
And finally - getting back to the VCR bring a blank tape with you when you go to
his house and say that you promised a friend
of yours at work that you'd tape a show for
her. Then Gerald will have no choice but to
leave the television tuned to a single station.
©2001 King Features Synd., Inc.

OTTER HAPPENINGS
By Elizabeth Ahrens

If you need disability or
interpreter accommodations to attend these events,
please promptly contact the
event sponsors. If you are
planning an event open to
the campus community,
and would like to
announce your event in
Otter Happenings, please
contact Elizabeth Ahrens
via First Class. All events
listed are free unless otherwise noted.
April 18
What: Earth Justice Fair
A good ole' fair in the quad
with Jonah and the
Whalewatchers ( a good
local reggae band)
When: 12noon-2pm
Where: Main Quad
For more information:
Please contact Jessy
Wengren at 831-883-8066
April 18th
What: How to Apply
Grad
When: 7:30pm
Where: 2802

When:
Where:
30

Go out ther and feel the
beat of the earth in the first
ever CSUMB drum circle.
Drum optional, we will
provide a few, or you can
bring sticks to beat, cans ,
pipes, and old oil barrels.
When: 12noon-2pm
Where: Main Quad
For more information:
Please contact Jessy
Wengren at 831-883-8066
April 20-April 21
What: National Service
Day, Day of
"Service"
Where: Dorothy's
Hospitality in Salinas
When: 9am-3pm.
For more information:
Please contact Catrina
Flores via FirstClass or
831-582-3996

Community
Forum
10am-5pm
Where: Music Hall
Cost: Free
For more information:
Please contact
LeVonneStone at
831-883-0814

For more information:
Please contact Jessy
Wengren at 831-883-8066
April 22
What: Earth Day Campus
Cleanup
When: llam- 2pm
Where: Dining Commons
For more information:
Please contact Jessy
Wengren at 831-883-8066

more information:
contact Sally Garcia
via FirstClass
April 25
What: Academic Senate
Meeting
When: 12:15pm-l:50pm
Where: The Meeting House
For more information:
Please contact

Please contact Tanisha
Hendrix via FirstClass
April 28
What: Christmas in April
When: 8am- 5pm
Where: Salinas
Cost: Free
"Together, we are rebuilding America ...
a time."

munities, assuring that
low-income homeowners,
particularly those who
elderly, disabled, an,ct:t;am1lies with children,
in
warmth, safety and independence. Our goal is to
make a sustainable impact
in partnership with the
community. Come out and
join Residential Life,
Service Learning, and the
Salinas Community in a
day of community and
fun!!! (two different shifts,
noon)
lunch and a

Bhatti via FirstClass
May 3-May 6
What: The Winter's Tale,
Directed by Tom
Humphrey
When:Thursday-Saturday
at 8pm, Sunday (matinee)

When: 8PM; 2:30 on the
13th
Where: MPA building 30
Cost: Free
For More Information:
Please contact Matthew
Fiori via FirstClass

May 11
What: Ozomatli and
Special Guests
When: 3pm - 7pm
:t::t::t1,v1,,,,.,,. Freeman Stadium
/ Staff,
$15

For more information:
Plea~e contact Mary
Treasure at 831-582-3969.
Call to sign up.
Every Tuesday in April
What: Free Shuttle to
Farmer's Market
When: 4:00pm-10:00pm
Where: Starting at 4:00pm
shuttle leaves lot #12 every
hour on the hour. Arrive at
Gettysburg shuttle stop at 6
minutes past the hour,
arrive Princeton shuttle
stop at 11 minutes past the
hour, arrive Doubletree at
31 minutes after the hour
leave Doubletree 45

Spring Concert
Featuring CSUMB' s Gospel
Choir, Jazz Combo, Nuovo
Plaisir, and Small Chorale;
special guest musicians;
and solos by Alice
Thompson, Carlos Tottress ·
and Jona than Kim
When: 3:00 PM

J,J lVl

April 19
What: Democracy Film
The great film This is What
Democracy Looks Like by
Indymedia about 1999
WTO protest in Se.attle.
There will also be a discussion about the global economy's downfalls and a
number of speeches from
people who were actually
at the protest from CSUMB.
When: 7pm-9:30pm
Where: University Center
For more information:
Please contact Jessy
Wengren at 831-883-8066
April 20
,·, What: Budget Hearings
Townhall,
Sponsored by
Student Voice
When: ]2-2
Where: University Center
Conference Room
For more information:
~ Please contact Richard
Charter via FirstClass
April 20
What: Drum Circle

For more information:
Please contact Tamra
Martin at 831-582-4449 or
Jackey Antonian via
FirstClass

When:12noon-1 :OOpm
Where: Personal Growth
and Counseling Center,
building 99
For more information:
Please contact Mary
Treasure at 831-582-3969.
Call to sign up.

For more information:
Please contact Nancy
Phillips via FirstClass
April 21st
What: Horseback Riding
Fort Ord
When: 1pm
Where: Meet at 2802
Saratoga Community
Center
Cost: Free
For more information:
Please contact John Mu hilly
via first class
April 21
What: Benefit Show
A benefit show for
Amorganics - featuring the
Son of Chinfluju, Firme,
Laura Love Duo, and Linda
Arceo.
When: 7:30pm-lam
Where: University Center
Cost: student $5 / general
$10

Where: The University
Center Ballroom
Cost: Free
For more information:
Please contact Ethan Brown
at 831-582-4067 x3
April 27th
What: Coffee Talk, Open
Mike, Poetry
Reading
When: 8-lOpm
Where: 2701 Princeton Ct
Cost: Free
For more information:

Theater Box Office
831-582-4580
April 30
What: Global Studies
Speakers Series:
Ellen Bruno
When: 4pm-6pm
Where: World Theater
Cost: Free
For more information:
Please contact Robina

Community
11am
Building 44
more information:
contact Matthew

Every Monday in April
What: Living With Loss - A
For more information: '-...___
5 Session Class
Please contact Alice
Facilitator: Gary Rodriguez,
Thompson 831-582-4085
Health Educator
When: 12noon-1:00PM
May 10-13
Where: Personal Growth
What: An Evening of One
and Counseling Center,
Acts
Building 99

Every Wednesday in April
What: Women's Re-entry
Support Group.
Facilitators: Lynne White
Dixon, LCSW & Caroline
Haskell, MSW
When: 12noon-1 :OOpm
Where: Personal Growth
and Counseling Center,
Building 99
For more information:
Please contact Mary
Treasure at 831-582-3969.
Call to sign up.
Every Thursday in April
What: Piecemakers
Quilting Group
When: 12noon-l:00pm
Where: MLC, building 18,
room 171
For more information:
Please contact Lynda
Haddox via FirstClass

